Liquid biopsy using the nanotube-CTC-chip: capture of invasive CTCs with high purity using preferential adherence in breast cancer patients † 
Introduction
The classical hallmarks of a tumor to become metastatic begin with mobility and invasiveness. 1, 2 Tumor cells from a primary organ are shed into the vasculature/lymphatics and carried to a distant site to cause metastasis once the conditions become appropriate for their proliferation. 1, 2 During this process, the circulating epithelial tumor cells (CTCs) change morphology and chemical composition, acquire the ability to overcome the defenses of the immune system, and overcome shear stress in circulation and programmed cell death due to the lack of extracellular interactions in circulation. 1, 2 CTCs are rare, comprising as few as 1-10 cells per 10 9 hematological cells, and CTC shedding from a solid tumor into the bloodstream is a highly discontinuous process. 3 Thus, the isolation of CTCs with high purity is still a very significant challenge. On top of single CTCs in circulation, some of the rare cells such as CTC clusters, CTCs with micro-tentacles and CTCs of multiple phenotypes are believed to be metastatic initiators and less understood. 4, 5 Thus, capturing and studying CTCs with biomarker heterogeneity at the single cell level could shed light into the complex biological processes at work and enable dynamic views of cancer metastasis. It could also potentially save lives as identification of a subset of CTCs with metastatic phenotypes among primary tumor cells in early stage cancer can result in customized therapeutic intervention that could result in better outcome (e.g., a small number of EGFR + CTCs among a group of CK + CTCs).
Technologies for CTC capture and enumeration can be broadly classified into immunoaffinity (antigen-dependent)-based capture and capture based on cellular physical properties (antigen-independent; e.g., size, deformability, cell surface charge, and density). 6 Currently, the only FDA-approved technology is the CELLSEARCH® based on immunomagnetic enrichment and is an example of an antigen-dependent capture method. 7, 8 The sensitivity of CTC capture based on CELLSEARCH® remains poor. Despite a decade of clinical trials, the capture rates are at ∼21.5% (recent SUCCESS trial for breast cancer). 8 Filtration technologies such as SCREENCELL, 9 MOFF, 10 ISET 11 and microfabricated filters 12, 13 isolate CTCs. But size-based isolation of CTCs has challenges in that cells undergoing epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) may not be retained. 1, 2 Microfluidics has emerged as an active field of research for the isolation of CTCs. Microfluidic technologies such as polymer fluidics, 14 CTC-chip, 15 Herringbone chip, 16 CTC-iChip, 17 Vortex, 18 Accucyte, 19 Fluxion, 20 NanoVelcro, 21 DEP-Array, 22, 23 Parsotrix 24 and JETTA 25 are fluidic devices that have been demonstrated to capture CTCs. Most of the microfluidic devices have challenges in production, imaging, and flow rate. They are inherently flow rate dependent (the faster the flow rate, the lower the capture efficiency), thereby making enrichment slow (0.5-1 ml per hour), and suffer from the large vertical depth of their 3D device features and are difficult to functionalize, making removal of CTCs difficult (e.g. microposts). 21 They also require multiple cross-sectional imaging scans and large image files in order to avoid out-of-focus or superimposed images of device-immobilized CTCs. 21 Fluidic devices are also prepared using soft lithography, sealing multiple layers of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and CTCs captured inside these chambers are difficult to remove, thereby limiting genomic characterization. 25 These methods are therefore highly time-consuming, labor-intensive serial production processes and can enable false positive or negative results, thereby severely restricting their applicability to routine clinical practice. 21 In this paper, we have developed a new method of CTC capture based on microarrays of carbon nanotube (CNT) surfaces. This technique is a new type of antigen-independent capture, where the preferential attachment of CTCs to a CNT surface is exploited. Our method presented here has many advantages, such as 1) a microarray format enabling a large volume of blood to be RBC lysed/fractionated into smaller portions that may enable better capture sensitivity from droplets; 2) antigen-independent capture of CTCs enabling isolation of CTCs of variable phenotypes; 3) size-independent capture of CTCs; 4) the preferential adherence of CTCs to the nanotube surface enables 5-log depletion of WBCs; 5) no transfer of CTCs is necessary to do microscopy, eliminating cellular loss; 6) planar surface architecture eliminates out-offocus problems and large image files associated with imaging CTCs inside a fluidic chamber; 7) surface architecture lends itself to easier CTC downstream analysis, unlike microfluidics, where CTCs may be recovered from sealed chambers; and 8) planar batch manufacturing process resulting in >99% yield of individual devices both in silicon-based and glass based wafers.
Our proof-of-concept results demonstrate the isolation of spiked cancer cells from blood using the preferential attachment at 89-100% capture rate, isolation of CTCs with high purity (5-log depletion of WBCs) and 100% sensitivity (n = 7/7) in breast cancer patients (4 ml and 8.5 ml blood), and capture of single CTCs of multiple phenotypes from the same patient. The microarray format, use of carbon nanotubes for capture based on adherence and the successful isolation of CTCs of different phenotypes suggest that the nanotube-CTCchip is a versatile platform to capture CTCs in patients. The chip can broadly impact our understanding of the basic metastatic biological processes and clinical decision making, providing dynamic views of metastatic progression at the level of single cells.
Results
The isolation, capture, and enumeration of CTCs of different phenotypes using the nanotube-CTC-chip can be broadly classified into four steps as presented in Fig. 1 . In step 1, 8.5 ml blood consisting of approximately 40 billion erythrocytes, 64 million leukocytes and 1-10 CTCs of different phenotypes are collected from a patient. In step 2, the red blood cells (RBCs) are depleted through an RBC lysis protocol. 26 The entire contents are centrifuged, and nucleated cell fractions consisting of CTCs and WBCs are pelleted. In step 3, the nucleated cells consisting of CTCs and WBCs are added as standard 10 μl droplets on 6-12 individual nanotube devices (total 60-120 μl; each device is 3 mm × 3 mm). The hypothesis is that CTCs attach to the nanotube substrate and not the other nucleated cells including WBCs. Also called antigen-independent CTC capture, this strategy represents an approach to the enrichment of CTCs with high purity that is not biased by the selection of potentially variably expressed markers on tumor cells. In step 4, the attached CTCs on the nanotube surface are immunostained on-chip using antibodies to identify and enumerate CTCs of different phenotypes. DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) is used as the nuclear stain and cytokeratin (CK8/18) and other antibodies (e.g. Her2, EGFR) identify CTCs. CD45 and only DAPI identify WBCs. Fig. 2 (a) presents the schematic flow chart of the 76-element array fabrication process, which is reported elsewhere. 27, 28 We have fabricated four generations of devices consisting of 60-element, 76-element and 240-element arrays in silicon 27 and 76-element arrays in glass as reported here.
With the RBC lysis protocol that we have developed and presented here for isolation of CTCs, one can process 8.5 ml of blood and isolate CTCs based on the nanotube-CTCchip using the new method of preferential adherence as presented here. Fig. 2(b) shows the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of single-walled carbon nanotubes. We used HiPCo carbon nanotubes of about 1 nm in diameter and 1 μm in length. The nanotubes are transferred to the glass surface using a vacuum filtration process reported elsewhere. 27 The carbon nanotubes as seen in both SEM ( Fig. 2(b) ) and AFM (inset, Fig. 2(b) ) images show random arrangement. Fig. 2 (c) presents the entire wafer consisting of the 76-element array.
The inset in this figure shows the single device where the active nanotube film is 3 mm × 3 mm. A single blood droplet is shown on the second inset. All the four sides of the device have a 30 μm thick SU8 layer that enables droplet localization due to hydrophobicity. 
Tracking single cells using the nanotube-CTC-chip
In our previous work on the nanotube-CTC-chip using spiked blood samples, 27 we observed that the cells inside the blood start to settle immediately due to the force of gravity, and density gradients resulting in cells coming in contact and interacting with the base nanotube substrate surface along with RBCs. 27 The initial observations on the optical microscope of cancer cell spiked blood sample droplets on top of the devices showed that the spiked cancer cells and RBCs, as a part of the settling process, tend to go to the bottom of the device compared to WBCs which settle on top. 27 Knowing this, we decided to track the individual cells from a blood droplet.
To track the cells, we used a TNBC cell line (MDA-MB-231; EpCAM − ) that was transduced by a lentivirus to actively express a green fluorescent protein (GFP) marker. 29 Typically, CTC technologies such as CELLSEARCH® use the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) to identify CTCs from hematological cells. CTCs are highly heterogeneous and actively change their shape and morphology and even downregulate EpCAM during epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). 30 Thus, EpCAM-based methods lose CTCs, do not shed light on the subset of metastatic CTCs and therefore are inadequate for clinical decision making. Therefore, alternative methods able to recognize a broader spectrum of CTC phenotypes are needed and are presented here. 30 With this in mind, we used an EpCAM − and TNBC basal-like cell line MDA-MB-231 for our spiked cell line studies. The GFP transduced triple-negative breast cancer cells were spiked in blood and were observed under a fluorescence microscope. For these experiments, blood was diluted to 10% that enabled us to track all the GFP cells in the droplet. We observed 87% to 100% capture of the GFP cells. A slight error in cell counts is a result of counting the cells using a hemocytometer and is seen in many spiked cell experiments. 16 Fig. S 2 † is the entire image of a droplet with MDA-MB-231-GFP cells marked by arrows. In our spiking experiments, it was observed that when a droplet of blood was placed on the nanotube device surface, the cancer cells and RBCs went to the bottom as a part of the settling process. 27 The RBCs were seen to cover most of the nanosurface, which is not desirable for a preferential cell adherence strategy, and also rare CTCs in patients. Having the cells exposed to the nanosurface is desirable as it enables the conditions for cellular anchorage to the nanotube matrix. In many mechanobiology studies, microfabricated topographic features with specific dimensions have been fabricated to mimic the architecture and orientation of the extracellular matrix (ECM) in vitro. 31 The nanotube surface enables topographic Fig. 1 The nanotube-CTC-chip: steps in isolation and enumeration of CTCs using the nanotube-CTC-chip.
anisotropy for cellular attachment due to the collection of nanometer scale tubes on the surface. For CTC isolation based on such topographic features, RBC lysis is necessary as this enables more exposure of the cells to the nanotube surface. While there is a section of the CTC community that is of the understanding that RBC lysis can lead to loss of CTCs and lead to false positives and negatives, 1 this work has successfully shown that RBC lysis can be beneficial to obtain viable CTCs of high quality. Further, CTC cultures will not be possible on the nanotube surface without the RBC lysis process. 
Preferential adherence of spiked cancer cells on the nanotube-CTC-chip
The method of preferential adherence is the hypothesis that CTCs preferentially attach to the nanotube surface and not the other blood components including WBCs. In the recent past, the nano-roughened adhesion-based capture of CTCs with heterogeneous expression and metastatic characteristics has been reported. 32 With the nano-roughened glass microfluidic CTC capture device, they were able to achieve capture yields of >80% for both EpCAM + (MCF-7, SUM-149, A549)
and EpCAM − (MDA-MB-231) cancer cell lines spiked in blood samples. 32 We have independently discovered this effect on carbon nanotubes in our microarray, and our capture efficiencies are more substantial with very high purity (5-log depletion), partially due to RBC lysis. To determine if all the spiked cancer cells would survive the RBC lysis process, we undertook several experiments.
GFP positive, EpCAM
− , MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were spiked in mice blood, and the lysis protocol was used to determine the adherence/non-adherence of cells on the carbon nanotube surface. The volume of the lysed sample was adjusted to 60 μl to obtain a standard 10 μl droplet on each device, and fluorescence microscopy was done to observe the captured GFP cells. Five samples containing 1, 10, 100, 500, and 1000 MDA-MB-231 cells were spiked into 10 μl blood from wild-type mice in 5 different 1.5 micro-centrifuge tubes.
After each sample was lysed, the cells were resuspended in culture medium and were divided into six CNT chips having 10 μl volume each. They were kept inside a sterile culture dish containing PBS to stop the droplets from being dried in a 5% CO 2 incubator at 37°C. After 48 hours, samples were taken out from the incubator, and the droplet was removed and transferred into the second device to count the number of non-adhered cells from the second device. The first device was then washed with PBS, and both the primary and the secondary devices were examined under a fluorescence microscope to count the cells on each device. The number of cells on the primary device was labeled "Adhered" while the ones on the secondary device were labeled "Not Adhered." Fig. 3 (a) presents the capture efficiency which suggests that 87-100% of the cells adhered on the primary device at all spiked concentrations. By using two devices from the array, we captured both adhered and non-adhered cells or tracked all the spiked cells. Fig. 3 (b) presents the number of cells counted in each droplet across all spike concentrations. Our method is a new way to enumerate cells using droplets having a standard volume and a standard number of devices from the array. Since the volumes are quite small, one can ensure highly accurate counts. The standard 6 droplets can also be used for staining cells with 6 different markers, enabling multi-marker analysis of captured cells. The deformation, mechanical stretching, and flattening are observed in Fig. 3(c) . However, to understand more about the cell adhesion, electron microscopy studies were conducted. Table 1 shows the number of captured cancer cells in spiked blood, number of WBCs and log 10 depletion. We obtained almost 4-log depletion in these small volumes, suggesting a high level of purity.
Electron microscopy of single-cell adhesion on the nanotube surface
We conducted electron microscopy studies of attached single cells to investigate how cancer cells attach to the nanotube surface. Fig. 4(a) is the SEM image of an attached SKBR3 cell that was incubated for 48 hours on the nanotube surface. The striking image suggests that cancer cells change morphology and spread on the nanotube surface causing strong focal adhesion. The filaments from the main body of the cell extend to the nanotube surface. Many such filaments are observed to attach to the individual nanotubes/bundles directly. The diameter of these filaments is about 150 nm to 200 nm, and they cannot be seen under an optical microscope. The exposure of some of these filaments under an SEM suggests that thousands of such filaments bond to the nanotube matrix from underneath the cell. Integrin receptors are vital in static in vitro cell adhesion and spreading. 33 Specific integrin binding provides a mechanical linkage between the intracellular actin cytoskeleton and the nanotube matrix. 33 EM studies confirm that tumor-derived epithelial cells attach firmly to the CNT surface including individual CNT bundles and exhibit active dynamics, which confirms our hypothesis. Fig. 4 (b) presents the time of adherence versus the captured number of cells. Three different samples containing 50 cells of the MDA-MB-231-GFP-Luc cell line were mixed with 10 μl wild mice blood in a 1.5 ml tube and lysed. Each of these three samples was placed on three separate CNT devices as a 10 μl droplet, and they were given 12, 24, and 48 hours for attachment. After this time, the removed droplet was then placed on another new CNT device surface for another 72 hours to observe if any of the non-attached cells could be attached to a new CNT device surface. It is seen that for the first sample that was incubated for 12 hours, <30% of the cells attached at the first step. An additional 50% attach after 72 hours, and some do not attach. However, when the time of first step adherence is increased to 48 hours, more than 90% of the cells attached, suggesting the increase in adhesion strength with time. The strength of adhesion of the nanotube matrix to the cell is muscular as shown by While all the experiments were done using GFP positive MDA-MB-231 triple negative cells, this technique is not limited to specific cancer types, and therefore could potentially capture any type of epithelial cancer cell which constitutes the four significant cancers (breast, colon, lung, and prostate) using the method of preferential adherence. Further, our method is currently the only one to track both adherent and non-adherent cells on the same chip, thus effectively tracking all the cells, a task that is of high value in CTC capture especially in earlystage cancers where the cell numbers may be meager. Other epithelial cancer cell lines including HeLa (cervix), U-251 (glioblastoma), MCF7 (breast), and LN-291 (brain) were also tested using this method, and the yield of adherence was more than 90% as well. Fig. S 4 (suppl. (a) ) † is a representative image of the brain cancer cells that were stained for DAPI and EGFR. Preferential adherence using collagen adhesion matrix on the nanotube-CTC-chip
We compared our cancer cell attachment strategy on carbon nanotubes with that of collagen adhesion matrix (CAM) scaffolding for the capture of CTCs. The capture of CTCs based on the CAM strategy (Vita assay) is a unique strategy and is a method of adherence. 35 The ability of a tumor cell to invade collagenous matrices is one of the hallmarks of metastasis. In the past, it was hypothesized that populations of CTCs that adhere and invade collagenous matrices would be invasive and would exhibit the natural tendency to undergo metastasis. 35 Fig . 5 presents the overall capture efficiency and the number of cells (both adhered and non-adhered) for each device for the CAM strategy. The adherence efficiency of the CAM strategy is observed to be only 50%, which is consistent with what has been reported previously. 35 Fifty percent of cells did not adhere on the primary CAM device even after 48 hours of incubation, although we were able to track all the cells, both adhered and non-adhered, by counting the number of cells in the secondary device. Repeating these experiments three times enabled us to achieve similar values for the capture rate. It is possible that CAM devices need more time for the cells to digest the collagen, although it should be noted that some of the cells may not attach to the CAM. A study based on CAM coated tubes in stage I-III breast cancer (Vita assay) only was able to detect CTCs in 28/54 patients, which is 52% sensitivity. 35 The CAM strategy needs optimization regarding collagen type, the deposition technique, and concentration for the nanotube-CTC-chip. This method has a lower yield compared to bare SWCNT films under the same conditions for preferential adherence using our microarrays.
Clinical studies: the capture of CTCs using the nanotube-CTC-chip from breast cancer patients
We investigated the ability of the nanotube-CTC-chip to isolate CTCs with high purity from breast cancer patients. Deidentified 8.5 ml blood samples were obtained from the University of Louisville under an IRB (IRB#18.0828). Deidentified 4 ml blood samples were also obtained from the UMASS tissue bank to determine the numbers of CTCs captured using the nanotube-CTC-chip from these two sources of different volumes. Fig. 6 is a representative image of CTC identification and capture in a breast cancer patient versus no capture of CTCs in healthy control. CTCs were identified and scored as cells that were clearly visible under an optical microscope, possessing cellular morphology, positive for nuclear stain DAPI, positive for CK (8/18), and negative for CD45. Since CTCs are often no larger than WBCs, and since WBCs have a nucleus, it is important to distinguish between CTCs and WBCs for scoring purposes. The lymphocyte common antigen CD45 is expressed in all leukocytes, and therefore WBCs are identified as cells that are clearly visible under an optical microscope, positive for lymphocyte antigen CD45, negative for CK 8/18, and positive for nuclear stain DAPI. It is seen from the image that CTCs do not have to be any larger than leukocytes. Size selective techniques which capture CTCs based on the assumption that epithelial CTCs are much larger than leukocytes may not capture the full range of CTCs. 6 The nanotube-CTC-chip enables the capture of CTCs without bias in size and antigen expression, thereby capturing the full range of CTCs. Fig. 7 shows the representative CTCs captured in patients using multiple antigenic markers in 4 ml and 8.5 ml blood. We captured CTCs in n = 7/7 samples in patients, suggesting 100% sensitivity. Healthy controls (n = 2/2) showed no presence of CTCs in the blood. All optical images along with merge images from patients are presented in Fig. S Table 2 presents the TNM staging, a number of CTCs and a number of heterogeneous CTCs captured using the nanotube-CTC-chip. Patient 1 (stage 4) was an outlier as the lysis procedure did not work the first time (due to platelet aggregation) and we had to do the lysis more than once. However, we still captured 8 CTCs expressing Her2 and EGFR (Fig.  S 5  †) . There was a learning curve associated with processing large volumes of blood for the nanotube-CTC-chip. From the second patient onwards, whole blood stabilization agents (tirofiban; 0.5 μg ml −1 ) was added before shipping at 4°C.
From the second patient, the protocol was uniform across all the samples. As Table 2 shows, anywhere from 8 to 238 CTCs were captured in 4 ml/8.5 ml blood. CTCs were captured in patients that were lymph node positive and negative. In general, using TNM staging and number of CTCs counted we infer that patients who were staged between stages 1 and 3 (patients 2, 3, 5 and 6) had a lower number of CTCs (4-39 CTCs in 4 ml and 8.5 ml blood or 0.5 to 10 CTCs per ml). Patient 4 had stage 4 breast cancer with an elevated level of CTCs (238 in 8.5 ml blood or 28 CTCs per ml) before treatment. There is an apparent increase in CTC counts between early stage (stage 1-3) and advanced disease (stage 4) using the nanotube-CTC-chip. The CTCs were positive for both Her2 and EGFR, suggesting aggressive disease. Two clusters were also noted in patient 4. Finally, in patient 7, blood was obtained only after radiation therapy (although the patient was chemo naive). Surprisingly, we captured only 9 CTCs in 8.5 ml blood (1 CTC per ml), suggesting that the number of CTCs may have decreased in this stage 4 patient after radiation. Comparing both stage 4 patients, patient 7 (radiation therapy) and patient 4 (treatment naive), we believe the nanotube-CTC-chip may predict the treatment response based on CTC enumeration. More patients need to be tested, but the number of CTCs and the range of CTCs in early stage versus metastatic disease suggest the potential predictive powers of the chip.
CTC purity in patient samples
It is important to capture CTCs of high purity to enable further genomic characterization. Purity describes the ability of the device to capture CTCs within a background of contaminating leukocytes. 36 Purity is the one metric that can be measured from clinical samples. 36 Using the nanotube-CTC-chip, we established log 10 -depletion for each patient based on the number of WBCs captured. The log depletion formula can be used to assess CTC purity and is given as
Using this formula, we assessed the log-depletion of WBCs in each of the patient and control samples. Table 1 shows 4-to 5-log depletion of WBCs. Patient 1 is an outlier due to the lysis procedure being done more than once. It can be seen that in both healthy controls we obtained the same logdepletion suggesting the high controllability and uniformity of the process. The range of log-depletion was between 4.6 and 5.3, suggesting that this number could be useful as a calibration marker for suggesting process control in routine clinical practice. However, narrowing this distribution even further in future samples can be highly beneficial to enable comparison across multiple cancer types.
Capture of CTCs of various phenotypes using the nanotube-CTC-chip in breast cancer patients
One of the objectives of our study in patients was to investigate the presence of single CTCs of various phenotypes (Her2 + /EGFR + CTC subclones). The EGFR family of receptors is composed of EGFR (ErbB-1, HER1 in humans), HER2 (ErbB-2), HER3 (ErbB-3), and HER4 (ErbB-4). 37 There has 41, 42 suggesting that such populations are at high risk for metastatic disease. The high CTC numbers and the presence of both Her2/EGFR pathological features can trigger EMT, metastasis and determine future survival. The nanotube-CTC-chip thus enables us to capture these small subclones and enable better views of disease progression. To distinguish between CTCs of different phenotypes, we further investigated whether different types of CTCs could exist in the same patient sample. Fig. 8 provides dynamic views of epithelial and mesenchymal states of CTCs captured from patient 5. In Fig. 8(a) , one can see a WBC (DAPI only), epithelial CTCs (positive only for CK8/18) and an EMT related CTC (CK8/18 and EGFR). Fig. 8(b-d) show the different CTCs from the same sample. In Fig. 8(b) , spindle cells with both EGFR and CK8/18 suggest activation of the EMT process. CTCs often change morphology on EMT activation and the presence of EGFR and the morphology of the CTC can be a positive confirmation. Fig. 8(c and d) show the presence of both epithelial and mesenchymal CTCs. Epithelial CTCs were only positive for CK8/18 and not EGFR, but the more aggressive mesenchymal state was also strongly positive for EGFR and lacked complete CK8/18 expression (Fig. 8(c) Comparison of the nanotube-CTC-chip micro-array with existing CTC capture techniques Table 3 compares some of the existing CTC capture methods with that of the nanotube-CTC-chip. CELLSEARCH®, a technique based on immunomagnetic enrichment, was the first to arrive in the market based on EpCAM antigen-dependent capture. 7 A decade of research on CTC capture based on CELLSEARCH® has yielded only modest results. In the recent German SUCCESS study based on the CELLSEARCH® system involving 2026 breast cancer patients before chemotherapy, CTCs were detected in only 21.5% of patients (n = 435 of 2026) following surgical removal of the primary tumor. 8 Another study in comparison with CELLSEARCH® and ISET (filtration system) for circulating tumor cell detection in patients with metastatic carcinomas yielded consistent results only in 55% (11 out of 20) of the patients with breast cancer, in 60% (12 out of 20) of the patients with prostate cancer and in only 20% (4 out of 20) of lung cancer patients. 43 Both techniques have discrepancies between the number of CTCs enumerated using both techniques. 43 Microfluidic technologies such as CTC-chip, 15 Herringbone chip 16 and CTC-iChip 17 are essential concepts and fluidic platforms. The CTC-chip with micro-posts is challenging to manufacture and functionalize the surface, and no CTC clusters were captured using this device. 16 The Herringbone chip has surface characteristics and also yielded only 2 clusters. 16 The CTC-iChip has low WBC contamination and can capture antigen-independent and dependent CTCs, 17 but an array with 20 μm gaps on the iChip cannot capture CTC clusters and thus is reduced to size-dependent capture. 17 Therefore, newer devices with asymmetry and size-based separation are being developed. 44 Most of the filtration/size based techniques such as ScreenCell, 9 MOFF 10 and ISET 11 seem to isolate CTCs. However, RBC saturation and clogging is a problem in these devices. Similarly, microfabricated filters also isolate CTCs. 12, 13 The problem with most size-based technologies is that the CTCs are highly deformable unless fixed chemically and EMT related CTCs might not be retained. CAM is another unique strategy where only CTCs are captured through digesting the collagen, with 52% sensitivity in stage 1-3 breast cancer. 35 Compared to all these essential techniques from the past, the nanotube-CTC-chip has advantages. This is a new antigen-independent and size independent capture technique based on the mechanobiology of tumor cells on nanotube surfaces that has not been described before. The preferential adherence strategy enables 5-log WBC depletion which is one of the best today. The capture yield is 100% at low levels of spiked triple-negative breast cancer cells (1, 10, 100) suggesting that the RBC lysis and preferential attachment of cancer cells to a nanotube surface is a highly competitive strategy. We had high success in capturing CTCs of different heterogeneity in 4 ml and 8.5 ml patient samples of different stages of breast cancer. The clear capture of CTCs in breast cancer patients and no capture of CTCs in healthy controls suggest that this chip is ready for a prospective clinical trial. Many clinical trials today are mainly doing CTC enumeration. 6 However, CTC biology, phenotypes, and other pathological features are also relevant in the clinical decision making process. In a single microarray, we have been able to demonstrate the correlation between advanced disease, high CTC numbers, CTC pathological features and ability to track a single CTC with multiple phenotypes.
Discussion
The high mortality in cancer patients is mainly attributable to metastasis and to the fact that tumors in many cancers are generally detected at advanced, inoperable stages of the disease. Early detection of cancer before it metastasizes to other organs is crucial for its treatment and patient survival. Identification of those small subsets of CTCs that can have metastatic potential in early-stage cancer can potentially save lives through suitable intervention. Therefore, minimally invasive liquid biopsies for early detection and diagnosis, especially from a blood sample, have been a significant goal of cancer research for many years. Tissue biopsy is the standard of care in the diagnosis and treatment of cancer. It is possible that the genomic characterization of CTCs based on liquid biopsies may prove useful as a substitute for tissue biopsies, especially when tumor tissues from metastatic breast cancer patients become unavailable for different reasons. 45 However, current CTC detection and capture techniques suffer from one or many problems such as sensitivity, specificity, size and deformability of cells through filters, dependence on immunohistochemistry, non-viability of captured fixed cells, WBC contamination and mass production related issues due to complexities. There are several advantages to the nanotube-CTC-chip as mentioned before including size-independent and antigen-independent capture, surface/planar architecture and ability to capture CTCs of different phenotypes. We found that RBC lysis does not affect the target cells and CTCs were found in every patient. We captured 0.5-10 CTCs per ml in early stage (patient 2, 3, 5 and 6) cancer versus >10 CTCs per ml in advanced stages (patient 4; 28 CTCs per ml). The number of CTCs in initially diagnosed advanced disease (patient 7; stage 4 metastasized to lung and bone) was seen to be low with radiation therapy (1 CTC per ml). This suggests that our chip has predictive capabilities and can monitor therapy induced CTC numbers, similar to CELLSEARCH®, except that we capture more CTCs due to the antigen-independent method and our baseline numbers are expected to be higher compared to CELLSEARCH®, which captures CTCs based on EpCAM/CK8/18. Using this chip, we have overcome many of the technical issues affecting the CTC community, namely the issue of cellular retrieval experienced in most fluidic devices, by using a surface architecture in our microarrays that is amenable to surface chemistry modifications. 36 We have overcome the issue of mass production by using semiconductor batch fabrication techniques, with the ability to create 76-element arrays in silicon and glass with >99% yield. We have overcome the issue of WBC contamination by using a combination of RBC lysis and preferential adherence on a nanotube surface that results in the capture of CTCs and 5-log depletion of WBCs. The transparency of glass devices can enable imaging from either side of the device for CTC capture, and that lends itself to manufacturing. The presented nanotube-CTC chip is also gentle and allows for the isolation of viable cells for future CTC culture, whereas magnetic-bead-based approaches such as CELLSEARCH® can isolate only fixed, non-viable cells. 46 Over the past decade, researchers have highlighted the importance of matrix stiffness, topography, compressive and shear stresses, and deformation on cells in influencing tumor growth and proliferation. 31 CTCs, in order to survive and travel to a distant site, should develop the ability to attach in an environment that is not conducive to attachment. We exploit the ability of CTCs to attach preferentially to a nanotube surface to enrich them. One exciting aspect of our study is that RBC lysis does not affect target cells and nor their clusters. The ability to successfully use RBC lysis along with a method of preferential adherence using a carbon nanotube microarray suggest that our new route is simple and easy to capture CTCs, EMT related cells, and rare clusters.
The most significant aspect of our study is that we successfully identified single CTCs exhibiting multiple phenotypes in early stage (CK8/18, EGFR) and advanced breast cancer patient (Her2, EGFR) samples using our chip. Such dynamic views are not obtained by most CTC technologies currently based on EpCAM and CK8/18 enumeration. While we used immunofluorescence to identify pathological features in captured cells, future capture can directly investigate many other characterization techniques (e.g. FISH, NGS). Dynamic views of cancer genomes to understand evolutionary pathways during the process of metastasis are needed. [47] [48] [49] For this to happen, high-quality CTCs using elegant and straightforward surface techniques without WBC contamination are needed, which we have shown using this proof-ofconcept study in patients. Therefore, the nanotube-CTC-chip is a highly versatile technique for clinical diagnostics and monitoring therapeutic response in human cancers.
Materials and methods

Cell culture
The breast adenocarcinoma cell line luciferase/green fluorescent protein (GFP) dual-labeled MDA-MB-231 was cultured in RPMI-1640 growth medium, MCF7 breast cancer cells were cultured in EMEM growth medium, SKBR-3 breast cancer cells were cultured in McCoy's 5a growth medium, cervical adenocarcinoma cell line HeLa was cultured in low glucose DMEM growth medium, and brain cancer cell lines U251, U-343, LN-229 were cultured in low glucose DMEM growth medium as per their suggested protocol by the manufacturer. All media contain 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. The cell lines were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . For resuspension of cells, 0.25% EDTA-trypsin solution was used.
Carbon nanotube film fabrication. Super pure small diameter Unidym™ HiPCO single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) were purchased from a commercial vendor. 100 μg of SWCNT powder was dispersed in 100 ml of IPA. After sonication for 24 hours, the solution was filtered on a 220 nm pore size 90 mm diameter mixed cellulose ester filter membrane purchased from Millipore using vacuum filtration. The vacuum filtration method self-regulates the creation of a CNT network, and it produces an evenly distributed film. 25 Next, the CNT film on the membrane was pressed onto a 4″ glass wafer with a thickness of 500 μm. Later, using an acetone bath, the filter membrane was removed, and at the end, there is a transparent CNT film (75 mm diameter) on the glass wafer. Characterization of carbon nanotube film. After transferring the CNT film to a glass wafer, multiple methods were utilized to characterize the CNT film. 25 Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed using a Horiba XploRa Raman spectrometer in the ambient environment by a green laser (excitation laser line of 532 nm). A 100× objective lens was employed to focus the laser beam on the CNT film, and the measurements were conducted with a 1200 gr mm −1 grating, 1% ND filter and a 0.2 mW laser power to prevent any damage to the samples. For calibration, the phonon mode from the silicon substrate at 520 cm −1 was used. AFM images were acquired using a NaioAFM (Nanosurf Inc) in tapping mode with a cantilever resonance frequency of ∼146 kHz. SEM images of the CNT film were obtained using a JEOL JSM-7000F instrument at 10 kV of power and under an ultrahigh vacuum of 10 −5 Pa.
Nanotube-CTC-chip micro-array fabrication. The nanotube-CTC-chip was fabricated in the Cleanroom at Boston College. The 76-element array chip fabrication is described in detail elsewhere. 25 Spiking cancer cells into mice blood. Cells were grown to reach ∼80% confluence. Cells were then washed with PBS and detached from the culture dish using Gibco™ trypsin-EDTA (Cat No. 25200056). Next, they were centrifuged and suspended in a specific culture medium volume, and a hemocytometer was used to count the cells and calculate their concentration in each tube. In order to be able to track the cells in blood using the fluorescence microscope for counting and calculating the capture efficiency of the devices, MDA-MB-231 GFP cells were used for most of the spiking experiments. 10 μl of wild mice blood was mixed with 10 μl of culture medium containing the required number of cells in a 1.5 ml tube. After mixing the target cells in blood, red blood cells (RBCs) were lysed. After centrifugation, the supernatant containing blood serum and lysed RBCs is removed, and the pallet at the bottom of the tube was resuspended in a designated culture medium volume and transferred onto the target surface.
Red blood cell (RBC) lysis for spiking experiments. Hypotonic NaCl solution was used for RBC lysis. The collected blood from the mice model or the spiked cells in blood were centrifuged at 300g at 4°C for 8 minutes and the supernatant was removed. The cells were resuspended in 500 μl 0.2 wt% NaCl solution in sterile water at 4°C and the solution was mixed gently for 2 minutes. Then 500 μl 1.6 wt% NaCl solution in sterile water at 4°C was added, and the solution was mixed gently for 1 minute. The solution was centrifuged at 300g at 4°C for 8 minutes and the supernatant was removed. The cells were resuspended in 1 ml culture medium at 4°C and centrifuged at 300g (4°C) for 8 minutes and the supernatant was removed. In the end, the cells were resuspended in 60 μl culture medium and transferred into six different chips each containing 10 μl of the processed sample.
Preferential attachment studies. Several experiments were designed in order to find the optimized time of CTC attachment to the nanotube surface. Three different samples containing 50 cells of the MDA-MB-231-GFB-Luc cell line was mixed with 10 μl wild mice blood inside a 1.5 ml tube and lysed. Each of these three samples was placed on three separate CNT devices as a 10 μl droplet, and they were given 12, 24, and 48 hours to attach. After this time, the removed droplet was then placed on another new CNT device surface as the second step till the overall time for both steps reaches 72 hours. The second step was carried out to observe if any of the non-attached cells could be attached to a new CNT device surface.
Preferential attachment using collagen adhesion matrix. Collagen adhesion matrix (CAM) was deposited on the surface of CNTs, and cell spiking experiments in blood were conducted. During these tests, the surface of the sensor was covered with collagen to improve and speed up the adhesion of target cells to the surface, similar to metastatic invasion by digesting the collagen. We used collagen from calf skin type I (0.1% solution in 0.1 M acetic acid), aseptically processed and suitable for cell culture. Collagen solution (Sigma Aldrich) was used according to the manufacturer's suggested protocol. The CAM droplet on the device was kept at 4°C in a refrigerator overnight to allow the proteins to bond with CNTs. The excess droplet was removed from the coated surface the next day. The device was dried overnight and simultaneously allowed to sterilize through exposure to UV light in a sterile biosafety cabinet. Next day, before using the device, it was rinsed with PBS and used for the cellular attachment studies.
Five samples containing 1, 10, 100, 400, and 1000 cells were spiked in 10 μl wild mice blood in 5 different 1.5 μl micro-centrifuge tubes. After each sample was lysed, the cells were resuspended in culture medium, and they were divided into six CNT chips each having 10 μl volume. Incubation conditions and time were the same as in previous spiking experiments. The same counting strategy was utilized to count the cells that were adhered to the primary device and not adhered to the secondary devices based on CAM strategy.
Patient samples. De-identified blood samples were collected in BD-vacutainer sodium heparin blood tubes (green cap). The volume of collected blood at the UofL cancer center was 8.5 ml, and the volume of collected blood in the UMASS Tissue and Biobank was 4 ml. After collecting the blood, 0.5 μg tirofiban was added to each ml of the blood sample. The sample was kept in a 4°C refrigerator inside a biohazard specimen transport bag before it was ready to be used or shipped out. In case of shipping, the blood samples were preserved between 2 and 8°C in nano cool boxes. Before processing each sample, the blood was tested. A smeared blood sample on a glass slide was stained with Giemsa stain (Sigma Aldrich #GS500) for detailed inspection of the blood sample.
Patients' blood sample processing
The collected blood sample was transferred from the original tube to a 15 ml centrifuge tube, and then it was centrifuged at 300g force for 5 minutes. The blood plasma was removed from the supernatant. The cell pellet at the bottom of the tube was resuspended in 12 ml lysis buffer (G-Bioscience #786650). After mixing for 3 minutes, the tube was centrifuged at 130g for 5 minutes. The supernatant of the lysed sample was transferred to another tube (waste tube). Using 1 ml of culture medium, the cells were resuspended at the bottom of the tube and then they were transferred to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. Cells were centrifuged at 130g for 5 minutes, and then the supernatant was transferred to a waste bottle. The remaining cells were resuspended in 120 μl culture medium, and they were divided into 12 CNT devices. These devices were kept in a larger Petri dish containing PBS for creating a moist environment inside an incubator at 37°C , 5% CO 2 . After 48 hours, the droplets on the devices were removed, and the devices were washed once with PBS. The isolated cells on the device are then used for immunofluorescence studies.
Immunofluorescence analysis
The cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes. The sample was washed with PBS and then blocked with Image-iT™ FX Signal Enhancer and immunofluorescence blocking buffer (Cell Signaling #12411) for 1 hour each at room temperature. The primary antibody was diluted based on the suggested concentration by the manufacturer, and then the sample was covered with it and incubated at 4 overnight. The sample was washed with PBS 3 times. The secondary antibody was diluted to 1 μg ml −1 , and the sample was covered for 1 hour at room temperature in a dark container. The final step was to stain the nucleus with DAPI, wash the devices and mount the sample with a coverslip. Table S1 † provides the manufacturer and concentrations used of all the antibodies. 
Ethical considerations
The mouse blood was obtained from wild type C57BL/6J mice. All animal studies were conducted under the auspices of an IACUC protocol approved by the University of Massachusetts Medical School Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). De-identified samples from patients were obtained from the University of Louisville (IRB#18.0828). De-identified blood samples were also obtained from the UMass Biorepository and Tissue Bank as a second source to validate the chip. WPI IRB #19.0550.
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